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For requirements relating to warm-ups and heat transfer in confined areas, a flexible heater has
proven to be the most efficient tool. These heaters are great for warming solutions where safety is of
utmost importance.

If you have an application that calls for precise, dependable and immediate transfer of thermal
energy, flexible heaters are a practical choice. These heaters are embedded in different types of
materials including but not limited to silicone rubber, polyester, polyimide, etched, and printed
circuits etc.

Typically, a flexible heater would comprise an etched foil that is laminated between flexible
insulating materials. With the increasing innovations in this field, such heaters have surpassed
several unimaginable challenges. There are myriad advantages offered by flexible heating foil.

Letâ€™s take a look at some of them:

â€¢	Customization: Since they are so flexible, versatile, and can be laminated between different
materials, such heaters can be customized to meet the most complex requirements. They can be
easily manufactured to meet customer specifications.

â€¢	Multiple circuits: In such heating elements, a heating-up as well as a temperature holding circuit
can be provided for. Thus, both types of requirements can be met with a single heater.

â€¢	Flexibility: This is certainly the greatest advantage of such heaters. They can be embedded in a
device or they can even be mounted around a container. In some cases, they can even be
laminated inside shoes or gloves to keep our hands and feet warm during harsh winters.

â€¢	Even distribution of temperature: The thermal exchange provided by such heaters is evenly
distributed. Despite edge losses, the heat distribution is constant.

â€¢	Easy sensor location: Sensor connections can be arranged in the same plane as the heating
circuit. In addition, multiple voltages can be arranged in a heating element depending on the
requirements.

These very advantages have made a flexible heater so popular among different industries. One of
the most common types of heater would be the silicone rubber heater. Silicone rubber is a sturdy
and rugged material that also offers great temperature properties. These are best suited for different
types of low and medium heat transfer requirements. You would find them being used in different
devices such as food service equipment, photo copy machines, medical respirators and freeze
protection equipment among many other things.

Today, you would find flexible heaters being used in several different applications across the globe.
Whether it is green technologies, medical devices, telecommunications, food service, military, or
transportation, you will find these heaters playing a critical role in hundreds of applications.

In addition, most manufacturers provide several other customized features such as custom watt
densities, dielectric strengths, thin or thick profiles, added pressure sensitive adhesives (PSA) etc.
All these features make a flexible heater suited for industrial, consumer and manufacturing products.
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